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From the
Executive
Principal
For over 18 months, our boys, parents and community have
had access to SchoolTV, a resource focusing on supporting
student health and wellbeing.
SchoolTV adds to the excellent programmes
offered at College, especially through our
Physical Education, Health & Wellbeing
classes and MINDfit and MANifesto sessions,
by presenting current expertise and the
latest research around matters of particular
concern. Our subscription to SchoolTV directly
reflects our Strategy 2020.

week drug and alcohol educator Paul Dillon
returns to College to lead sessions for boys
in Years 11, 12 and 13 and talk to parents on
Thursday evening, earlier this month clinical
psychologist Dr Sarah Anticich looked at the
links between neuroscience and wellbeing,
and in May we hosted mental health advocate
and New Zealander of the Year Mike King.

We are fortunate that the founder and face
of SchoolTV Dr Michael Carr-Gregg, one of
Australia’s best known and respected child
and adolescent psychologists, will visit
Christchurch at the beginning of next term.
Michael will talk to the College community
at one of our Parent Education evenings, as
well as be a keynote speaker at a special
Christchurch-wide Year 11 wellbeing
conference we are co-planning with St
Margaret's College. Michael is the latest in a
number of experts to speak to our community
– and it is both heartening and humbling to
see the interest these speakers generate. This

Plans are already underway to bring more
experts to College and Christchurch in 2020, to
continue to develop our interest in adolescent
issues and community health. There is
nothing more important than to provide young
people and the people who support them
with information that can help them develop
strategies to enable health and wellbeing now
and in the future. Such events complement
our classroom programmes, foster staff
professional development, and allow us to
keep abreast of the issues that are important
for young people and our wider community.
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It is interesting to note how well most of
these ideas sit so comfortably alongside
the Gospel message for wellbeing we hear
through our Chapel worship. This term
our Chaplain, Rev. Bosco Peters, has been
preaching the Christian understanding of
the ideal College graduate. When people
attend our Sunday services they hear so
much that positively impacts on individuals
and families and a message for a good life.
Chapel balances the scientific, behavioural
and spiritual in a way unique to our setting –
and I encourage everyone to remember this
particular wellbeing educational opportunity
is here every day and every second Sunday (or
thereabouts) throughout the school year. It is

an essential part of all we do and who we are
at Christ’s College.
Some of our senior students have the most
incredible time management skills. I am
constantly amazed at how they manage to
fit so much into their lives, and do so with
confidence and purpose. At the same time,
I find myself worrying about those boys who
become overwhelmed by expectations and
their programmes. The difference between
these boys is often contemplation and then
conscious attention to the reality of what
needs to be done and when. Everyone has
demands on their time and deadlines to meet,
and it is important to learn how to prioritise. I

always begin by considering the significance
of 168 – the number of hours in the week –
and how we value time and context. The key
is in the planning, in knowing what needs to
go first and then next in a list of priorities. It is
my hope that as boys become more aware of
their strengths, and therefore self-aware, their
capacity to get things done improves. One of
the purposes of our House mentor system is to
help boys get through, and I encourage them
to talk to their mentor if time management is
a problem.
Garth Wynne, Executive Principal

From the Chaplain
In weekday Chapel services we have been going through the Christ’s
College Graduate Profile – thinking about the sort of people we want
to be when we leave College, and also how we can help ourselves and
each other, and be helped, to grow into that person.
It was great to have around two hundred interested people attend
last week’s Centre for Ethics & Spirituality event “Understanding
Islam”, introduced by Muslim Association of Canterbury spokesman
Tony Green, with Farid Ahmed as the main speaker. Mr Ahmed is a
senior member of the Al Noor Mosque on Deans Ave. His wife, Husna,
was at the mosque on the day of the attack. She got the women and
children together and led them to safety before going back to rescue

her husband of 25 years. He couldn’t flee as he uses a wheelchair.
She was killed – and he has become well known for his public
response of grace and forgiveness.
Mr Ahmed used the Five Pillars of Islam as a springboard to explain
how submission to God’s will brings individual, family, community,
and world peace. He then responded to a variety of questions.
Questions ranged from why some people commit terrorist acts using
the name of Islam – to which Mr Ahmed responded how, from so
many perspectives, this is contrary to The Qur’an – to how can we
help people (including in New Zealand) who fear Islam and what they
perceive to be the intentions of Muslims.
When the terrorist attack happened in Christchurch, Lent had
already begun. In response, we changed the focus of our Lenten
Appeal to support the Muslim community. Two people who work
at College were shot in the attack, and we have been able to help
them through the Lenten Appeal. The remaining $12,000, which also
included some money collected at Chapel Sunday services, was
given to Mr Ahmed and Mr Green at this event.
In Year 9, we are working our way through the Genesis saga from
the time of Abraham, and applying these wonderful stories to our
contemporary context. As mentioned previously, all Year 10 classes
have been studying Islam this term. They have now moved on to
study other major world religions and will then go on to do some
Philosophy and Ethics. In Year 11, we are working up to the History
Internal Standard worth 6 Credits. The hope is that students learn
about and from the great religious traditions of our world.
Yours in Christ
Bosco Peters, Chaplain

Uniform Shop Hours
Effective end of Term 2

The Uniform Shop will no longer open on Saturday
mornings. During 2020, the shop will open one
Saturday per term, with dates published in advance.
Hours of operation: Monday–Friday 10am–5pm.
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CURRICULUM NEWS

Science and PE Scholarship
Programmes
With a total of 18
Scholarships (including four
Outstanding awards), 2018
was another successful year
in the Science department.
This was built on a strong
tradition of Scholarship
success across the three
strands of science, and
therefore you may ask what
is the key to our success in
College science?
First, we are privileged to have the opportunity
to initiate a strong Scholarship culture in
our specialist subjects in the junior school.
Specialist teachers are able to stimulate and
cultivate a passion for their subject and can
also begin the process of building the skills
and knowledge required for Scholarship at an
early age. From this strong foundation, high
recruitment into the science programmes
usually allows us timetabling opportunities

to form one “top set” class in each of the
three sciences. This process continues in
Years 11–13, generally with some stability of
the students in these classes, thus enabling
teachers to introduce Scholarship skills more
efficiently.
In addition, the Year 13 subjects also offer
their own Scholarship programmes. These
generally consist of additional tutorials, where
students are given expert guidance on the
finer details of the curriculum, supporting
them to understand how their knowledge may
be tested in integrated and challenging ways
in assessments. The additional tutorials run
throughout the majority of the year and are
open to any Year 13 student who wishes to
give the extension material a shot. While many
of the students come from top set classes, we
often have other boys who aspire to achieve
success and anyone determined enough
will be supported both in and out of class.
Furthermore, both Biology and Chemistry have
run whole-day intensive sessions in school
holidays to immerse and inspire the boys.
We were also very pleased to see the
successful start of the PE & Health
Scholarship programme in 2018. To attain

The frogs

Scholarship in PE & Health, students
must critically analyse a topic of their
choosing whilst reflecting the fundamental
components of the subject, which are: in
through and about movement, Hauora,
attitudes and values, health promotion and
socio-ecological perspectives. Throughout
the year, students examine topics such as
the Olympic movement, global Physical
Education approaches and Maori and Pasifika
perspectives on sport. The students were
fortunate to have the opportunity to listen to
the experiences of former Olympic rower and
teacher Tony O’Connor, as well as Director
of Wellbeing & Positive Education John
Quinn, who had gone to the Commonwealth
Games in his role with High Performance
Sport NZ. Year 13 student Rhys Thatcher
was awarded Scholarship in PE & Health
for his critical insight and research into the
question “Has New Zealand schoolboy rugby
gone too far?”, which examined the ideologies
of professionalism, poaching of players,
scholarships and player welfare.
Graeme Swanson
Centre for Teaching Excellence & Research
Head of Teaching & Learning – Science, PE
& Health

A modern
adaptation by
Don Zolidis

Presented by Christ’s College junior drama
with Rangi Ruru Girls’ School

Directed by Nikki Bleyendaal

25 – 27 JUNE 2019
7.30pm, Christ’s College OBT
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Upcoming Events at Christ’s College
Be sure to stay up to date with events at College
CLICK HERE

CHRIST’S COLLEGE
PARENT EDUCATION EVENING

Presented by Dr Michael Carr-Gregg

How technology can help
student (and parent)
wellbeing
Monday 22 July, 7.30pm
Christ's College Assembly Hall
CHRIST’S COLLEGE

BOOK NOW

CANTERBURY

Each boy at his best.

Mid-Winter Drinks
Christ's College Parents' association

Friday 5 July 6 9pm
Christ's college dining Hall
Tickets $35 each

BOOK NOW
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Latest News & Events

Let the games begin
With more than 100 players from each school
competing in the different sporting codes, the
College–Otago Boys’ High School winter sports
exchange is always a busy and...

Building bridges, engineering their future
Abutments, piers, force and equilibrium – the terms might
have been novel when the Year 9 boys started building
bridges on Friday 14 June, but were very familiar by the end
of day...

Born to swim

Open to discussion

Performance con brio

Attitude is everything

According to French philosopher and author
Albert Camus, “A man without ethics is a wild
beast loosed upon this world”...

Hundreds of young singers from schools
across Canterbury and the West Coast had
their turn in the spotlight last week, taking
part in the regional Big Sing festival at the...

In a brilliant race, Year 11 student Sam Idiens
outran a field of strong contenders to come
first in the Junior Boys 4km race at the 2019
New Zealand Secondary...

Whether it’s a swimming pool or the ocean,
Alex Hickman is more at home in H2O than he
is on land...
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Careers
Transition to university

Ara – Bachelor of ICT

The University of Otago has a number of resources available to help
students prepare for university life and make the most of their time
at Otago. For more information, check out www.otago.ac.nz/firstyear-students/index.html and www.otago.ac.nz/hedc/otago615375.
pdf. Old Boys George Blake and Ben Marshall-Lee will talk to Year 13
students about life at Otago on Friday 28 June.

I have been asked about the entry criteria for this degree. Students will
need NCEA Level 3 with University Entrance, including 14 credits at Level
3 in each of Mathematics or Physics or Statistics or Accounting, and
English or History or Art History or Classics or Geography or Economics.

UC Scholarships

As part of the Immerse & Inspire programme, the boys have
completed a unit of work on careers. They have covered topics
looking at personal qualities, values, the six personality types –
realistic, enterprising, artistic, social, investigative and conventional
– based on the John Holland theory of career choice, and have
selected a job and investigated that job using the Careers NZ
website. Year 11 subject options have been discussed and they
have also started to create a curriculum vitae. I have no doubt this
information will prove useful as they consider future career and
study pathways.

A large group of boys attended a presentation outlining the process
for UC scholarship applications. It was stressed they need to start
this process early to give themselves the best opportunity. UC offers
over $20 million in scholarships and prizes each year. Students can
search for scholarships they might be eligible for at www.canterbury.
ac.nz/scholarships/. The first thing they need to do is register for a
myUC account. Closing date for applications is Thursday 15 August.

Hospitality career weeks
Students interested in a career in hospitality can explore the world
of hospitality, tourism and management at the Pacific International
Hotel Management School (PIHMS), New Plymouth, career weeks
2019. Participants will have the opportunity to experience PIHMS,
its culture, lifestyle, education and training. Cost $99 per person,
includes accommodation, meals and scheduled activities. PIHMS
career weeks will take place from Tuesday 9–Friday 12 July and from
Tuesday 8–Friday 11 October. For more information and to register,
go to www.pihms.ac.nz/career-week.html

Yoobee Colleges holiday programme
Yoobee School of Design has joined creative forces with Animation
College, AMES IT, and South Seas Film and TV School to become
Yoobee Colleges. A wide range of programmes – including
photography, animation and 3D Modeling, film, design, digital
illustration and web, and character, game and make-up design – will
be offered during the July school holiday. Classes will be capped
between 15–18 students. An information booklet is available from
the Careers room or online. For more information and to enrol,
go to www.yoobee.ac.nz/schools/short-courses/school-holidayprogrammes/

Massey University – Aviation Open Day
The School of Aviation at Massey University will hold its open day
on Saturday 14 September, giving prospective students and their
families the opportunity to view facilities, take part in a trial flight
(must be pre-booked), view aviation presentations and talk to
current students. For more information, go to https://www.massey.
ac.nz/massey/explore/aviation/aviation_home.cfm. Click here to
register.

Architecture and Environment

Immerse & Inspire – Year 10 Careers

University Open Days
Both UC and Lincoln University have open days in the upcoming
school holiday, on Thursday 11 and Friday 19 July respectively. These
are good opportunities for boys and parents to visit the university,
talk to lecturers and liaison staff and gather the information they
need to be in a position to make an informed decision about future
options.

Victoria University information evening
Victoria University of Wellington will hold an information evening on
Tuesday 23 July at Rydges Latimer Christchurch, from 6–8pm. For
more information, go to www.victoria.ac.nz/study/events-visits/firstyear-information-evenings

Work in the Public Sector
The process of government can be divided into two distinct groups:
elected officials who represent their constituents, and government
staff or public servants, who look after all levels of government and
government enterprises. The public sector works in the service of
the nation. Public sector roles include: policy analyst – requires
an analytical and creative mind; urban or regional planner – a
degree in planning is usually required; and other essential workers,
including administration, policy, specialist and strategic advisers,
call centre staff, immigration officials, government statisticians and
much more. Useful degrees as a foundation for work in the public
sector include Arts – with a focus on relevant social sciences, such
as politics, sociology or economics – Commerce or Law. Victoria
University is known for its close connection, both physical and
historical, to central government. The University of Auckland offers
an undergraduate degree in planning, whilst the University of Otago
offers a Master of Planning programme.

AUT has introduced a new Bachelor of Architecture and Future
Environments degree, which combines the critical, ethical, aesthetic,
sociocultural and technological aspects of architecture within a
framework of designing sustainable future environments. This is
exciting for the next generation of urban designers. Applications to
study at AUT in 2020 are now open, click here to begin.
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Upcoming careers dates
19 June – University of Auckland scholarship applications open
19 June – Otago University information evening, Addington
		Events Centre, 6.30–8.45pm
20 June – UC scholarship applications open
28 June – Old Boys George Blake and Ben Marshall-Lee, 		
		now at Otago, talking to Year 13 students
8-12 July – International College of Hotel Management 		
		(ICHM), Adelaide, career week
9-12 July – Pacific International Hotel Management School
		(PIHMS), New Plymouth, career week
11 July – UC Open Day
19 July – Lincoln University Open Day
23 July – Victoria University information evening, Rydges 		
		Latimer Christchurch, 6–8pm

The future of work
This series looks at ideas about the future of work, much of the information
is based on the speculation and ideas of futurist Thomas Frey.
Cryptologists
Cryptography is the practice of hiding information. It is used by mobile
phone companies, in banking (chip and PIN in plastic cards, secure online
payments), on the Internet (protecting transaction details), in corporate
computer security, in home computing (Windows and operating systems
such as Linux contain cryptographic algorithms), and in Satellite TV and
online media.
Biometricians
Biometrics is the science of identifying humans based on a fingerprint,
voice pattern, retinal scan or other bodily characteristics. Devices that
use biometrics include fingerprint readers, voice pattern recognition,
facial recognition, and retinal pattern identification systems. Identity
fraud is rapidly increasing, driving forward the biometrics industry.
Biometrics identification is more secure than passwords and other
identification methods and also allows the system to know with
certainty who is using it.

15 Aug – UC scholarship applications close

Human-tech Integration Specialists
As technology companies look for more ways to create demand
for ubiquitous computing, there will be increased human-tech
integration of information through everyday objects. Accessories
such as mobile phones will become more integrated with the human
body.

20 Aug – University of Auckland scholarship applications close

Chris Sellars, Careers Advisor

Aug–Oct – Schools visits for university course planning
1 Aug – UC accommodation applications open

23 Aug – Victoria University Open Day
23 Aug – Massey University Open Day
31 Aug – University of Auckland Open Day, 9am–3.30pm
13–15 Sept – NASDA (National Academy of Singing &
		 Dramatic Art) auditions, Christchurch
15 Sept – Common Confidential Reference Form due
27 Sept – UC accommodation applications due
30 Sept–4 Oct – ICHM, Adelaide, career week
8–11 Oct – PIHMS, New Plymouth, career week
12 Oct – NZ College of Chiropractic, Auckland, Open Day
8 Dec – Applications close for most university programmes

A big thank you to
Heartland Bank
Heartland Bank has a proud New
Zealand heritage, with roots stretching
back to 1875. We focus on speed and
simplicity in everything we do, so you can
spend more time running your business,
enjoying retirement or getting where
you’re going faster. Find out more about
our savings and deposits accounts,
business loans, car loans, rural loans or
reverse mortgages: www.heartland.co.nz
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Boarding Matters
The first Friends of Boarding meeting took
place at the beginning of term, and the
feedback provided by boarding parents on the
questions discussed is outlined below.

2) Devices and digital safety

What aspects are working well in boarding?

• How are boarding Houses taking on the responsibility of boys
accessing inappropriate sites?

Some of the points parents made in this area included:
• Camaraderie between older and younger boys and integration of
year groups
• Feeling of warmth in Houses
• Structures and routines
• Consistency between Houses
• Prep in Library for Year 9 and 10 students
• Dining Hall food
• Advance notice of activities to allow parents travelling from a
distance plenty of time to book airfares and accommodation
(as provided at the beginning of the year in Key Boarding Dates for
2019)
• Boarding Programme, including weekend activities as well as
options for qualifications – for example, barista course
• Open communication
What aspects would you like to see introduced to improve the
boarding experience?
Some of the points parents made in this area included:
• Broadening networks for boys across Houses, as in Immerse & Inspire
• Provide communication groups for each year group to help promote
events and pass on information
• More information in House newsletters about what boys have been up to
• Celebrate diversity within the Houses – for example, introduce a
monthly blog written by the boys

To cover areas such as:
• What access times are there for devices?
• What blocks are in place?
• What are the parameters?

• How do boarding Houses manage “debriefs” in terms of information
sessions and parent education evenings held at College?
With the support of the Friends of Boarding committee, I will put
together a programme based on the above suggestions for the next
Friends of Boarding meeting, which will take place at the beginning
of Term 4 on Sunday 13 October from 4pm. This session will also offer
the opportunity for parents to provide further feedback. I also plan
to distribute an information sheet, which will expand on some of the
aspects mentioned above.
Darrell Thatcher, Director of Boarding and the Centre for
Character & Leadership

Boarding Programme
On Saturday 8 June the boys watched the Crusaders
comprehensively beat the Rebels in the Super Rugby
competition, and on Sunday 9 June they headed to Westfield
Riccarton to see Godzilla: King of the Monsters. Last weekend,
on Sunday 16 June, boarders and Immerse & Inspire students
participated in a mass tree planting in the Red Zone. In just
over an hour, they helped plant 500 native trees. This new
forest will ultimately provide food and habitat for native birds
and insects and act as a carbon sink to mitigate the effects of
climate change.

• More interaction between Houses, especially with junior boys
• Boarding programme – developing a life skills experience for seniors
• Communication with boarding parents on school opportunities – for
example, Round Square, Duke of Edinburgh’s Hillary Award,
overseas experiences
• Sharing such opportunities and knowing what is offered well in
advance (over a five year period) so parents can plan for one
overseas trip – for example, choir or sports trips
• Further refinement of mentoring programmes – look at a buddy
system for Year 9 students, support boys who need academic
mentoring, encouragement or inspiration, or help boys who might be
struggling with boarding and need individual attention
What themes or content would you like to see covered in future
Friends of Boarding meetings?
Two main areas were discussed here:
1) Sport and health
To cover areas such as:
• Education on physiotherapy, sports therapy and other health issues
for growing boys, as well as feedback on access to rehabilitation
physiotherapy and physical assessments – for example, orthotics –
for boarders
• Information session on procedures and expectations for boarders
in terms of sports teams during weekends, including transport for
boarders to games and events

CLICK HERE TO VIEW THE BOARDING
PROGRAMME FOR TERM 2
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FROM THE ARCHIVES

The College Press
In the days before the computer and even
before the typewriter, all written text,
when it was not handwritten, had to be set
as type. For many years the College Press
Club produced in-house and public printing
requests on a Heidelberg Press that operated
from a room under the Open Air classrooms.
Setting type meant every single letter had to be arranged in exactly
the correct order, with no spelling or punctuation mistakes. The first
step was placing the letters in a composing stick, which could then
be transferred to a galley. Once the item to be printed was complete,
it was then locked into a chase and attached to the printing press. It
is often possible to tell whether a book has been printed in this way
by the indentations created by the type on the page.
It is clear the Christ’s College Register was printed at the Lyttelton
Times office in this manner during 1884 and early 1885. By
September 1885 it appears they had a linotype machine. The
operator created lines of type that are then produced as hot metal
slugs, which together created pages for printing.

When blocks of this kind are printed there are no gradations in tone.

Many of the illustrations in Register were printed from half tone
blocks. Again a photo-mechanical process was used, but because
black and white photographs are actually made up of various shades
it was necessary to break the image into thousands of dots of varying
sizes. They are large and close together where the image is dark and
smaller and further apart where the image is light.
When you look at a black and
white photograph in Register
you do not see the dots, but
rather a continuous image of
varying tones. Yet the dots are
there, as this high resolution
scan of the rugby jerseys of the
1917 1st XV shows.

The sample books of the College Press in the Archives indicate that
the Press hand set everything from wedding and dance invitations,
to House letterheads, play and football programmes, College
calendars, Christmas cards and raffle tickets. It is easy to tell which
items were produced by the Press as they included one or other of
these publishing marks, usually on a back page or cover.

Today’s processes are more sophisticated, but the result is the same
– text and photographs arrive on the page to be read.
Acknowledgement: The Ferrymead Printing Society
Adding illustrations to text meant the creation of a printers block.
This involved a photo-mechanical process whereby a photograph
was etched onto a metal plate. This produced line copy that can be
seen in this block for Rolleston House.

Jane Teal, Archivist
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